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Artists’ Books exhibitions at the School of  
Creative Arts, Department of  Art and Design
University of  the West of  england, Bristol, UK

Victoria Bianchetti, Argentina
tom trusky exhibition Cases
Special Collections room, Bower Ashton library
2nd June – 20th July 2010
An artist’s book is a journey. Where? It is a playful journey 
where the support is the book, where the text and the 
image coexist, sometimes trespassing from the two-
dimensional to become an object. Both the text and the 
image turn into visual elements capable of  generating a 
sensitive and innovative composition, creating a thousand 
and one layered stories. These stories offer a non-linear 
reading/ understanding, which leads to a versatile pattern 
of  concepts and ideas that bring us back to the more basic 
conceptual starting point.

I believe this is the journey. To realise that after going 
through the pages/spaces of  an artist’s book, your intimate, 
sensitive world is no longer the same, or it has been shifted. 
For this reason the artist’s book is for me a very appreciated 
and valued format to develop some of  my ideas. It gives me 
a great freedom in my work and at the same time a deep 
sense or feeling of  intimacy, as the message will be decoded 
by just one spectator at a time.
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    My work in general has to do with social issues and my 
artists’ books are no exception. I always try to depict my 
surrounding world, and things that really mean something 
to me. They are visual reflections, metaphors about family 
relationships, life, death, a sense of  belonging to a group, 
destruction of  natural resources, insecurity ingrained in the 
city where I live, genre-based violence.

When working with an artist’s book format I walk through 
different paths of  creative inspiration which comes in many 
different ways. That is why my books can be visual poems, 
object books, books, box books, handmade, democratic 
multiples, altered books, or using P-O-D methods of  
editing, printing and publishing as a format that responds to 
a concept I am developing and not to its shape.

Edward Ruscha and Marcel Duchamp are great influences 
in my work, and I hold them in great admiration. This can 
be fully appreciated in “Veinticinco Casillas de Seguridad” 
where I took as an inspiration Ruscha’s “Twentysix 
Gasoline Stations”.

In relation to my method of  working; I sometimes start with 
images and sometimes with a poem I have written. That 
is the case for “De una Cierta Naturaleza Incierta” and 
“Duelo de mí”. At other times objects drive me to produce 
work, as in “Eutanasia”, “Natura I and Natura II” or 
“Poemas Orientales, un dado y una llave”.

Working with the artist’s book is an amazing and unique 
experience, an opportunity to dive into the deepest side 
of  my beliefs and convictions. These emerge through my 
hands in the multiplicity of  shapes with the incomparable 
feeling of  no limits, that nothing is forbidden. 

Duelo de mí, Victoria Bianchetti and Patricia Salas, 2009

Veintiocho Casillas de Seguridad. Victoria Bianchetti, 2009
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EXHIBITIONS

Book Power! 
June 3 - 26, 2010
23 Sandy Gallery is pleased to present Book Power, an 
exhibition of  artists’ books that address the social, political 
or environmental issues of  our times. This national, juried 
exhibition features artists’ books as a vehicle to shed light 
on the problems we face in the world and call for change. 
War, poverty, decay, politics, conflict, revolution, feminism, 
environmental, economic and political upheaval are but a 
few of  the issues that concerned book artists use to engage 
their readers in an effort to raise consciousness, call for 
justice or provoke action. 

Perhaps a book really can change the world. 

A complete online catalogue for Book Power will be posted at: 
www.23sandy.com/bookpower/catalog.html 
23 Sandy Gallery
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA
 

Thinking Through / Turning Pages: The Artists’ Books 
of Robert Jacks, Until 20th June 2010
Gippsland Art Gallery, Sale, Australia
The Artists’ Books of  Robert Jacks surveys some 40 years of  
artist’s book production by this well known Australian artist. 
Central to the exhibition are Jacks’ early books, with a 
number of  supporting works showing the link between his 
books, paintings, sculptures and other works on paper.
The exhibition is accompanied by a comprehensive 
catalogue, and includes video and digital documentation 
providing complete viewing of  the contents of  many of  
the books. Gippsland Art Gallery Foster Street, Sale, 
Victoria, Australia www.wellington.vic.gov.au/gallery

‘Unfolding’ an exhibition of  books by selected 
artists from artistsbooksonline.com (alongside three 
recent books from Hafod Press in gallery one) 29th May - 
3rd July 2010 at The Art Shop and Gallery, 8 Cross Street, 
Abergavenny NP7 5EH. Tel 01873 852690 

Fernanda Fedi will show her new artist’s book
‘Hypathie d’Alexandrie’ edited by la Diane Française
at Galerie Quadrige  - La Diane Française, Nice
June 18 - 24 July  2010
The collection includes 8 etchings on wood (xilographies) 
with poetry by Monticelli  and historical interpretation from 

M.Carrera. Size: cm 25 x 28. 110 copies. Typography: text 
in Garamond  front size 18 italics and printed by 
‘La Diane Française’ 14, avenue Pauliani 06000 Nice. 
Email: fernanda-fedi@tiscali.it 
contact@galerie-quadrige.com

The Meir Agassi Museum Collections, Works, 
Souvenirs, Curated by Yaniv Shapira
Haifa Museum of  Art, Israel
Until 17th July 2010
“The Meir Agassi Museum” is the meta-title that Meir 
Agassi gave to the entirety of  his oeuvre from 1992 on. 
When this “Museum” was shown for the first time, in 2003, 
it offered an immediate and comprehensive encounter with 
Agassi’s artistic world - born of  his passions, moments of  
distress and emotional difficulty. In the time that has elapsed 
since, growing attempts have been made to decode his 
late, mature work, which is related to numerous contexts. 
His artistic conception, as given expression within the 
framework of  his “museum,” remains refreshing and highly 
relevant - as is made obvious in the current exhibition, 
which focuses on the place of  collecting in his work.
Haifa Museum of  Art 
26 Shabbetai Levi Street, Haifa, 33043, Israel
http://www.hma.org.il

Bird Song: An exhibition of  an artist’s book and 
related paintings by Noëlle Griffiths and Kim 
Atkinson, published by Hafod Press (Snowdonia)
Until 3rd July 2010 at MOMA WAleS, Machynlleth, 
Powys, Wales 
Noëlle Griffiths and Kim Atkinson have collaborated for the 
past 18 months on making a large format artist’s book. 
The book is an abstracted response to the bird song heard 
in North Wales during the four seasons. 

This collaboration has brought together Kim’s knowledge 
and love of  birds, and Noëlle’s experience and passion 
for making artists’ books. Each season, each artist made 
drawings/paintings in the landscape at two places near 
where they each live: Tan y Bwlch near Maentwrog and Pen 
Llyn near Aberdaron.  These two very different locations 
provided very different landscapes, habitat and birds.
 
‘Bird Song’ is a large long book, 24 x 100 cm closed, and is 
printed in an edition of  ten copies.  Each book is unique, 
containing eight relief  and monoprints using oil based ink 
along with digital archival ink text and images. A copy of  
‘Bird Song’ can be handled at the exhibition.

MOMA WALES, The Tabernacle, Heol Penrallt
Machynlleth, Powys SY20 8AJ, Wales
Tel: 01654 703355  / www.momawales.org.uk

The ‘Bird Song’ exhibition will also be shown until 3rd  July 
at Artshop and Gallery, 8 Cross Street, Abergavenny, South 
Wales. Tel: 01873 852 690  /  www.artshopandgallery.co.uk
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Annie Woodford
Ice: Tracing the line of existence
Until 3rd July at edinburgh Printmakers

23 Union Street, Edinburgh EH1 3LR, Scotland UK
Images of  the works can be viewed online at: 
www.edinburgh-printmakers.co.uk and at: 
www.anniewoodford.co.uk 

WHITE HEAT - Artists’ Books
2nd - 27th June 2010
An exhibition of  editioned artists’ books and the 
penultimate show at KALEID project space, Redchurch 
Street, London E2. British culture may be floundering, 
but taking inspiration from Harold Wilson’s ‘White Heat 
of  Technology’ KALEID editions will dowse down the 
post-election blues. White Heat will project the gallery as a 
beacon of  light to illuminate a cornucopia of  artists’ books. 

Weds - Sat, 12-7 pm. Late night Thursdays and informal 
Sundays. Artists’ Books Drop-in Workshops Sundays 1-5pm
KALEID editions, Unit 2, 23-25 Redchurch Street, 
Shoreditch, London. E2 7DJ. Tel: 07870 173 524
www.kaleideditions.com

Gossip, Scandal and Good Manners: 
Works by Ulises Carrión
12th - 26th June, the Showroom, london
First year MA Curating Contemporary Art students from 
the Royal College of  Art worked with Martha Hellion to 
curate the UK’s premier solo show of  the work of  Mexican 
artist, writer and publisher, Ulises Carrión (1941-1989). 
The Showroom, 63 Penfold Street, London NW8 8PQ. 
Open Weds - Sat 12-6pm. www.theshowroom.org 

Bill Burns current and forthcoming exhibitions:
Manif  5, Bienale de Quebec, Quebec City, Quebec, until 
June 17, 2010 (curated by Sylvie Fortin)

Bill Burns, Fundacion Cristina Enea, San Sebastien, Spain, 
June 17 – August 28, 2010
billburnsprojects.com

Quantified Aesthetics 
Until June 20th, 2010 at MCBA
The need to order our world is an innate human 
characteristic. This exhibition explores the art of  this 
practice through works featuring numbers, formulas, codes, 
counting systems and a variety of  other mathematical 
organisational schemes. Book art from over 50 artists from 
around the globe will be presented in this unique exhibition 
curated by MCBA artistic director Jeff  Rathermel.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts
Open Book Building, 1011 Washington Ave S, Suite 100
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA. Tel: 612.215.2520
www.mnbookarts.org  / mcba@mnbookarts.org 
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is open to the public: 
Tuesday: 10 am to 9 pm
Wednesday - Saturday: 10 am to 5 pm
Sunday: noon to 4 pm  Mondays: closed

Camberwell College of  Arts 
University of  the Arts london 
MA Visual Arts (Book Arts) Postgraduate Degree Show 
Wednesday 14 July – Saturday 17 July 
Private View, Tuesday 13 July 6pm – 9pm 

The exhibition will show the final work of  students who 
have explored the concept and structure of  the book 
form in response to research projects as diverse as chance, 
language, hair, memory and the boundary between what 
is public and what is private. There will be a shop selling 
artists’ books and prints. Other events are planned so 
check out the college website for further details:
www.camberwell.arts.ac.uk/summershows2010.htm
Weekdays 10am – 8pm / Saturday 11am – 4pm, closed 
Sunday. Venue: Peckham Road, London, SE5 8UK 
Tel: 0207 5146302 

ONE PREVIOUS OWNER
Shandy Hall, Coxwold, York
Until 30th June 2010  
The collection at Shandy Hall is the most complete of  
editions of  Laurence Sterne’s writings - Tristram Shandy; 
A Sentimental Journey and The Sermons. Many of  these editions 

Camberwell MA students at Leeds Artist’s Book Fair
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record the identities of  the libraries and individuals who 
owned them before they found their way to the room where 
Sterne wrote his comic masterpiece - sometimes revealing 
every step of  the journey of  over 250 years.

To acknowledge these previous owners there will be an 
exhibition of  editions from the collection in the gallery at 
Shandy Hall where names and identities will be examined. 
The exhibition will also include a copy of  Eboracum or the 
History and Antiquities of  the City of  York by Francis Drake - 
a splendid copy with a particularly rich and unusual 
history that is documented by dedication, owner 
signatures and bookplates.

Every day (except Saturdays) 11am - 4.00pm.  
Admission Free. Curator: Patrick Wildgust
Shandy Hall, Coxwold, York YO61 4AD
Tel: 01347 868465
shandyhall@dsl.pipex.com
 

Paula McGregor will be showing her artists’ books 
in the following exhibitions:
Day for the Girls of Essex, 10th July 2010, Highlands 
House, Chelmsford. 
One World – Many Papers, 28th Aug – 24th September 
2010, The Minories Gallery, Colchester.
For more information visit: www.paulamacgregor.com

8 Pages by Maria lucia Cattani is on show at the 
Pompidou centre until August in the exhibition
elle@pompidou curated by Camille Morineau.

The book is based on 2 rubber blocks printed and rotated 
256 times. Designed, printed, bound and signed by the 
artist. Cover: embossed white paperback. Inside: inkjet print 
on Epson ink jet paper 90 g/m2 Produced in Reading, UK, 
1998. 13 x 12.5 (h x w - closed) 8 pp. Edition of  40 copies 
£50 each. For more information contact  Maria Lucia 
Cattani: mcattani@orion.ufrgs.br
www.marialuciacattani.com 

Degree Show 2010
The School of Creative Arts Degree Show, including 
BA and MA shows will take place in June 2010 

at UWE’s Bower Ashton Campus and Spike Island, Bristol 
Private View: Friday 18 June
General opening: Saturday 19 June, 10.00-18.00
Sunday 20 June, 10.00-16.00
Monday 21 - Thursday 24 June, 10.00-20.00
School of  Creative Arts , University of  the West of  
England, Bower Ashton Campus, Kennel Lodge Road, 
Bristol BS3 2JT.  Tel: +44 (0)117 32 84716
http://uwe.ac.uk/sca/index.shtml

“Information Revisited” 
Encyclopaedia Britannica project 
Belskie Museum,  NJ,  USA 
6th – 27th June 2010 
An exhibition of  recycled Encyclopaedia Britannicas, which 
have been transformed from books of  words to works of  
art by 25 national and international artists - each with a 
unique slant to produce artwork relevant to the theme, 
which includes the importance of  environmental concerns, 
the concepts of  recycle, reuse and reinvent, technology vs 
humanism, and retrieval of  information past and present.

“Information Revisited” will be at the Belskie Museum, 
280 High Street, Closter, NJ, from June 6 - June 27, 2010 
during regular hours and in July by appointment. Opening 
reception - Sunday, June 6 from 1-5pm. The exhibition will 
travel to museums and college galleries around the country 
(to be announced) http://belskiemuseum.com

2009 Florida Artists’ Book Prize Exhibition 
Bienes Museum of  the Modern Book, 
Ft. lauderdale, USA, Until 24th June 2010
Please visit the 2009 Florida Artists’ Book Prize exhibition 
online: http://digilab.browardlibrary.org/2009fabp/
where you can view the winning book by Ellen Knudson 
“Wild Girls Redux: An Operator’s Manual” (below)

You can also view the 14-page printed exhibition catalogue, 
and digital photos of  the opening and award ceremony 
online: http://digilab.browardlibrary.org

Bienes Museum of  the Modern Book
The Dianne and Michael Bienes Special Collections and 
Rare Book Library, 100 S. Andrews Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301, USA
www.broward.org/library/bienes_about.htm
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Marking Time - the touring exhibition of works by 
members of the Guild of Book Workers will be at
the Public library of  Cincinnati and Hamilton 
County - Main library, Cincinnati, Ohio
July 5 - August 26, 2010
www.guildofbookworkers.org/gallery/markingtime

Hand Held Gallery, Melbourne, Australia
Current and upcoming book arts exhibitions by 
Melbourne-based and interstate artists. 

3rd - 26th June - Glen Skien, an exhibition showing box 
and book based work.
1st - 24th July - Collette Dane with an exhibition 
of  miniature books and mixed media works on paper 
exploring the Himalayan landscape of  the Annapurna 
region. 
16th - 28th August - ‘Blackboard’, an evolving 
exhibition of  chalkboard drawings by various artists. 
Documentation will be developed into a book.

Hand Held Gallery is a small gallery in inner city 
Melbourne. It is an object gallery with a focus on artists’ 
books, specifically those made by Australian artists. 
We can be found at shop18upstairs in the Paramount 
centre at 108 Bourke street, Melbourne 3000. 
http://www.handheldgallery.blogspot.com

“Stone and lace” by Joanna Stokowska will be 
shown at the 9th National exhibition of  Polish 
Miniature textiles - lódz  2010,  an exhibition 
associated with the 13th International Triennial of  
Tapestry - Lódz 2010. The exhibition will be open until 
October 2010  in the Central Museum of  Textiles, Lódz 
Piotrowska 282, Poland.
www.museumwlokiennictwa.pl

Inventive Structures Books Beyond the Codex 
Juried by Hedi Kyle, until 25th June 2010
Creative Arts Workshop (CAW) presents Inventive Structures: 
Books Beyond the Codex, an international book arts exhibition. 
The show focuses on the remarkable diversity of  book 
constructions, exploring innovative alternatives to the 
familiar codex binding, in which a book’s pages are attached 
to a single, central spine. Juried by renowned book artist 
and conservator Hedi Kyle, Inventive Structures features sixty-
five artists from across the United States, as well as from 
Europe, Asia and Australia.
Creative Arts Workshop, 80 Audubon Street, New Haven, 
Connecticut 06510, USA. www.creativeartsworkshop.org

Arnolfini Bookshop Showcase 
During June, July and August there will be an exhibition 
of  work from artists and designers in the display cases in 
Arnolfini bookshop. The work on show is a small selection 
of  the varied work that has been produced by external 

artists using the 
facilities and 
technical expertise 
on offer at the 
Centre for Fine 
Print Research. 

Much of  the work 
has been produced 
in the laser 
cutting studio, 
which offers an 
inexpensive bureau 
service for artists 
and designers. 
Alongside these 
is a selection 
of  work produced 
in the rapid-
prototyping and 

enamelling studios to demonstrate the variety of  outputs 
produced at the Centre. Much of  the work is for sale.

The main focus of  research at the Centre for Fine Print 
Research at the University of  the West of  England stems 
from the close relationships that exist between technology, 
ideas and making in the arts and crafts. The Centre is 
committed to the dissemination of  its research - through 
education, training, professional practice, collaborative 
projects, conferences, exhibitions, industrial collaboration 
and publications. The Centre allows access to some of  its 
facilities to professional practitioners for the production of  
art and design works.

Bookshop opening hours: Tue 11am - 6pm / Wed - Sat 
11am - 8pm / Sun 11am - 7pm. 
Arnolfini, 16 Narrow Quay, Bristol BS1 4QA
Tel: 0117 917 2304.  www.arnolfini.org.uk

‘Build it and They Will Come’ by Cartel



two new exhibition projects at Onomatopee

Onomatopee 41: Research Project
The Form and the Frame #2
On opinion media as a window to reality: a case study 
in editorial design. Editorial Board 2 - Annelys de Vet & 
Jeroen Boomgaard, Until July 11th
Onomatopee, Bleekstraat 23, Eindhoven
Each medium has its own group as the target of  its 
communication. In everyday use each medium both has its 
core readership and incidental consumers. These groups are 
addressed by an idiosyncratic use of  language and image, 
of  visual and textual rhetoric. An editorial board chooses 
a specific approach and in doing so applies a specific form. 
That is what editorial design is. Editorial design gives colour 
and takes positions. Editorial design is politics.

Onomatopee 42 / Cabinet #3 
Moving Through Second-hand Sources (p.s.)
By Paul Hendrikse
Onomatopee, Bleekstraat 23, Eindhoven
Part 1: until July 11th
Part 2: September 10th until October 3rd
Moving Through Secondhand Sources (p.s.) starts from the 
complex and intriguing life of  the South African poet Ingrid 
Jonker (1933-1965). Hendrikse uses Jonker’s politicised 
character as a vehicle for his investigation of  the interlaced 
vectors of  history, biography and mythology. His research 
is shown in this exhibition and a book, which will be 
released and presented by Onomatopee in issues during this 
exhibition period.

Onomatopee office & projectspace 
Bleekstraat 23 , 5611 VB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Onomatopee is open Thursday to Sunday 13:00-17:00 and 
by appointment. For more information on these projects 
and publications, see the website: www. onomatopee.net

“recycled library: Altered Books” 
Mornington Peninsula regional Gallery, Victoria, 
Australia, Until 27th June 2010 
An Artspace Mackay touring exhibition curated by Michael 
Wardell for Artspace Mackay and toured by Museum and 
Gallery Services Queensland

Recycled Library: Altered books traces a history of  altered 
books in Australia through the work of  seventeen artists. 
The works featured in the exhibition incorporate existing/
found books presented as sculptures, wall-based collages, 
artists’ books or as photographs.

During an era in which the printed page is in danger of  
being superseded by digital technology, the connecting 
element in all the work is a continuing fascination with 
the iconic significance and primacy of  ‘the book’. The 
exhibition focuses on works that have a conceptual, 
political or social concern and many of  the works explore 

the reliance on the printed text as a vehicle for cultural 
migration. They question the presumed knowledge about 
history, philosophy, science, literature and even art that 
predominantly derive from their Anglo-Celtic culture.

Artists include: Paul Partos, Kylie Stillman, Marion Borgelt, 
Jayne Dyer, Simryn Gill, Julie Gough, Paul Hoban, Liz 
Jeneid, Yvonne Kendall, Archie Moore, Janis Nedela, Ti 
Parks, Patrick Pound, Alex Selenitsch, David Sequeira, Glen 
Skien and Hossein Valamanesh.

Mornington Peninsula Regional Gallery
Civic Reserve, Dunns Road, Mornington, Victoria 3931
http://mprg.mornpen.vic.gov.au

Artists
Books
Content
Design
voicE
Form
An exhibition at the Fleet library at rhode 
Island School of  Design, 15 Westminster Street, 
Providence, rI 
Until 25th June, 2010
Throughout history artists have long been agents of  change, 
throwing light in new ways on challenging issues of  our 
society, both past and present. With determination and 
invention, artists call attention to issues of  war and conflict, 
gender, race, politics, place, and the environment. 
With transparency and honesty they reveal personal issues 
of  family, love and relationships, illness, tragedy, and 
loss. They remind us of  the wonder of  nature and with 
playfulness and humour show us how to laugh at ourselves.  

Artists find the book form a compelling medium for making 
works of  art in order to give voice to their ideas, narratives 
or concepts. The physical attributes of  books, with their 
portability, intimacy, interactivity, and time-based sequential 
elements result in a unique and dynamic involvement 
between artist and audience. The structural form of  an 
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Domestic Science by Nance O’Banion, printed at Flying Fish Press in 
1990 by Julie Chen
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artist’s book often goes beyond merely providing a platform 
for text and image. More likely it serves as a metaphor for 
the content, mirroring the subject and meaning through 
materials, design and form. The reader’s experience of  
the artist’s book is both visual and tactile through a hands-
on engagement that cannot be experienced with works 
of  art that are displayed on a wall or pedestal. Organised 
around selected themes, the 50 books in this exhibition are 
a glimpse into the many and varied ways that artists speak 
through paper and print.  

Curated by Laurie Whitehill Chong, Special Collections 
Librarian.  For information about this exhibition and 
catalogue, email: lwhitehi@risd.edu or call 401-709-5927

Current exhibitions at Abecedarian gallery 
present artists working within either self-imposed 
or existing parameters: 

In the reading room is an exhibition of  Abecedaries 
(an abecedary is a book arranged in alphabetical order) by 
artists from throughout the US, UK, South Korea, Puerto 
Rico and Italy.

Artists in the Abecedaries show are: Cari Ferraro (San 
Jose, California), Curt Lund (Minneapolis, Minnesota), 
Dan Smith (city, state), Dave Buchen (San Juan, Puerto 
Rico), Emily Marks (Sonoma, California), Heidi Zednik 
(Ashville, North Carolina), Hong In Yong (An-yang-city, 
Kyoung-ki-do, South Korea), Joshua Falconer (Ventura, 
California), Karen Hanmer (Glenview, Illinois), Laura 
Davidson (Boston, Massachusetts), Lisa McGarry (Florence, 
Italy), Marian Crane (Phoenix, Arizona), Marie Philomena 
Noorani (Richland, Washington), Megan Chandler 
(Normal, Illinois), Otis Lab Press (Los Angeles, California), 
PBI ABCers (Northport, Alabama), Philippa Wood and 
Tamar MacLellan (Lincoln, United Kingdom), Rebecca 
Chamlee (Simi Valley, California), Roberta Lavadour 
(Pendleton, Oregon), Shawn Kathleen Simmons (Silver 
Lake, Ohio), Shu-Ju Wang (Portland, Oregon), Sushmita 
Mazumdar (Arlington, Virginia), Suzanne Vilmain (Santa 
Fe, New Mexico), and Wendy Partridge (Cincinnati, Ohio).

Both an online and print catalogue of  this exhibition 
available via link at www.abecedariangallery.com

Abecedaries runs concurrently with One Unit Per 
Increment in the main gallery.
Recording our thoughts and observations, is a strong 
human impulse. This exhibition features works created by 
artists in a regular unit (hourly/weekly/monthly) as part of  
an ongoing practice - once a day or once a week or once a 
minute for a chunk of  time or continuing chunks of  time. 

Included are selections from twenty such projects by 
international contemporary artists: One Unit Per Increment 
presents works by Alicia Bailey (Aurora, Colorado), 
Anna Newell-Jones (Denver, Colorado), Elizabeth (Tilly) 
Strauss (Amenia, New York), Genie Shenk (Solana Beach, 
California), Heidi Zednick (Asheville, North Carolina, 
Homare Ikeda (Denver, Colorado), Janet Pritchard 
(Mansfield Center, Connecticut), Mia Semingson (Denver, 
Colorado), Nikki Thompson, Katherine Case and Sara 
McManus (San Francisco, California), Sammy Lee (Denver, 
Colorado), Sara Bowen (New South Wales, Australia), Stacy 
Searcy (Chicago, Illinois), Tatiana Ginsberg (Santa Barbara, 
California), and Tony Bradley (Asheville, North Carolina).

Both an online and print catalogue of  this exhibition 
available via link at www.abecedariangallery.com

Opening  July 1st and continuing until 8th August:
Works from Wood (prints and artists’ books created fully 
or in part with woodblock, woodcut, wood engraving and
/or woodtype) and in the Reading Room Interior Marks, 
featuring artists’ books incorporating hand-drawn content.

Abecedarian Gallery is currently reviewing exhibition 
proposals for 2011. Full submission details can be 
found via the link to ‘opportunities for artists’ at 
www.abecedariangallery.com. Abecedarian Gallery is an 
award winning gallery located in the Arts District on Santa 
Fe in Denver, Colorado. It is the only gallery in a multi-state 
region with an ongoing commitment to artists’ books. 

Abecedarian Gallery
www.abecedariangallery.com
910 Santa Fe, Unit #101
Denver, CO  80204
phone: 720.282.4052 or 303.340.2110
Gallery hours: Thurs/Fri/Sat 1-5pm
1st & 3rd Fridays 1-8pm

Selections from Book a Week project by Alicia Bailey 

A Metphysical ABC by Dan Smith
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

2010 Libris Awards
The Australian Artist’s Book Prize
ARTIST’S BOOK PRIZE WINNERS ANNOUNCED! 
The four categories and prize winners of  the 2010 Libris 
Awards are: 
Category 1. National Artist’s Book Award won by Marian 
Macken from Brooklyn NSW; 
Category 2. Regional Artist’s Book Award won by Sheree 
Kinlyside from Townsville; 
Category 3. Young and Emerging Artist’s Book Award won 
by Kyana Pike of  Townsville;
Category 4. Inaugural Zine Prize won by Gracia Haby 
from North Fitzroy.
www.artspacemackay.com.au/whats_on/news/2010_libris_
awards_the_australian_artists_book_prize

Wednesday 15th September 2010 - Save the Date! 
As part of  his new AHRC funded project: Paper Models: 
investigating Laser cutting technology to develop new artists’ books 
and paper based creative practice for arts, crafts and design (March-
October 2010) tom Sowden will be hosting a laser 
Cutting Symposium here at UWe on Wednesday 

15th September 2010. 
Places are free - if  you would like to go onto the list please 
email: Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk  

Congratulations to Minnesota Center for Book Arts 
(MCBA) which celebrates it 25th Anniversary!

Join in the celebrations with them at MCBA, with 
some special events:

25th June, 6-9pm, MCBA 25th Anniversary 
Celebration Evening and Benefit Art Mart. 
Cocktails, appetizers, live music and a one night only 
art sale, with scores of  book works and prints each priced 
at 25$, 50$, 75$ and 100$. Plus the unveiling of  
MCBA’s commemorative print portfolio From Start to Here: 
25 Artists Celebrate 25 Years. 

26th June 10 am – 4pm, Community Open House
Make everything from tiny books to enormous sheets of  
paper! Free family activities, tours, artist demonstrations 
and more… 

26th June, Book Arts Roundtable 25 Years of MCBA 
Publications.
A very special book arts roundtable that coincides with 
our 25th Anniversary celebration, join MCBA Artistic 
Director Jeff  Rathermel for a hands-on look at publications 
and artists’ books created at MCBA. The presentation will 
include Winter Books, collaborative broadsides, work by 
past Jerome artists and other treasures from the archives.
Find out more at: http://mnbookarts.org

book art object 
Dear friends and fellow printers, book art object will be 
picked up by Distributed Art Publishers (DAP) in summer  
2010 and the per-copy price will at that time be raised to 
$150 a copy. The current price $95 is still in effect but only 
for a month or two at the most. We have only a few left at 
any price once DAP takes charge. Please order your copies 
now from CODEX Foundation if  you wish to stock up or if  
you are thinking of  giving gifts etc.

We are on schedule to make CODEX III  (Feb. 6-9 2011) 
the greatest ever.... Watch our website for registration 
information beginning this June.
Peter Rutledge Koch, The Codex Foundation
2205 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710
Tel 510 849-0673  /  www.codexfoundation.org

COURSES, LECTURES, CONFERENCES & 
WORKSHOPS

Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
courses at UWE Bristol

Home Made rubber Stamp and Book Workshops - 
led by Stephen Fowler
Weds 7th and thursday 8th July 2010
After such a popular one-day course this year, we have 
asked Stephen to lead a 2-day course in the summer which 
will focus on rubber stamps and producing small pamphlet 
books. Over the course of  the workshop you will realise the 
creative potential of  home rubber stamp printing. 

You will be taught how to make rubber stamps from erasers 
and home made ink pads using jay cloths and drawing ink. 
You will learn how to make single-colour rubber stamp 
prints and multi-colour prints. There will also be time to 
bind your stamp prints into simple books. At the end of  
the two days workshop all participants will go home with a 
souvenir publication containing the group’s prints. 
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Materials provided: stamp pads, erasers, papers, cards and 
bookbinding materials. You will need to bring: Pencils, 
scalpels (ideally swan Morton size 10a) sketch books, scrap 
books (to use as inspiration for the stamp design), your 
lunch.

If  you also want to see how to make home made ink pads, 
you will need to bring drawing ink, any colours (you can 
mix them and make a range of  different coloured pads if  
you wish).  Teas, coffees, cake will be provided. Please bring 
your own packed lunch. Any questions on the class please 
email  Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
2-day class limited to 12 participants
Dates: Weds 7th and Thursday 8th July 2010
Time: 10.00 - 16.00 each day
Price for 2 days: £120 per person £100 concessions  

extra dates! - Bookbinding for artists 
5-day Masterclass led by Guy Begbie
19th - 23rd July 2010

The book is a viable, visual 
medium that can provide links 
and meeting points between 
many art disciplines such as 
print, painting and sculpture.  
It is perhaps the most intimate, 
easily accessible and portable of  
all the art forms. In this intensive 
five-day course both traditional 
and unorthodox bookbinding 

structures will be taught. The course is designed to be 
appropriate for people with or without previous experience. 
Limited to 10 participants
Dates: 19 - 23 July 2010
Price: £430 per person / £344 concessions (includes 
materials, lunch vouchers, teas and coffees)*

extra dates! - Laser Cutting Structures for Book 
Artists, 3-day Masterclass led by Claire Phipps
Monday 19th - Weds 21st  July 2010 
The course covers laser cutting / engraving paper structures 
for book artists. Laser cutting can produce delicate imagery 
and text cut outs through most paper / material surfaces, 
for altered, sculptural or reconfigured books, paper 

structures. The course is 
designed to be appropriate 
for people with or without 
previous experience. 
Paper will be supplied, 
but you may wish to bring 
extra materials to use or 
experiment with. 

Limited to 5 participants.
Dates: Monday 19th - 
Weds 21st  July 2010 
Time: 9.30am - 16.30pm 
Price: £290 per person £232 concessions (includes 
materials*, lunch vouchers, teas and coffees). Any questions 
on the class please email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

* If  you are currently self-employed or have 
recently been made redundant, you can get 50% off  
a range of  UWe short courses up to the value of  
£400, as training opportunities for re-employment or career 
change. These services are offered until September 2010 to 
businesses, start-ups and self-employed individuals who can 
present evidence that the recession has impacted upon them 
(significantly reduced trading, job losses, facing closure, etc). 
Contact Mark Haley - ECIF office on 0117 32 86688 or 
email solutions@uwe.ac.uk for help with this. 

to book a place on any of  our courses please follow 
the link to the online store at: 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm

Hazell Designs Books Workshops
This year’s Shetland Lighthouse weekend has long-since 
booked out, but there are many other bookish delights to 
tempt you away for the intense satisfaction to be found in 
spending stretching days creating in extraordinary locations 
with like-minded company and deliciousness. 
 July 5th - 10th Poetry and Bookmaking, Text and 
Texture.  http://www.arvonfoundation.org
August 7th - 13th Extraordinary Expandable 
Sketchbook Journal. 
http://www.lessoeursanglaises.com/bookbinding.html 
October 12th - 15th Dictionaries and Definitions, An 
A-Z.  http://www.thespoonsonskye.com
Please see www.hazelldesignsbooks.co.uk for full details.

Bookbinding workshops with Isabelle ting at the
Owl & lion Gallery, edinburgh

Coptic Sewing with wood covers - Sunday 13th June
£55.00 GBP, 11am – 4pm – Not for absolute beginners
This ancient binding evolved from the fourth century. The 
simple design of  exposed sewing across the backbone is very 
appealing.What make this workshop extra special are the 
wood covers we shall be attaching.
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Jacob’s ladder - Sunday 20th June
£55.00 GBP, 11am – 4pm – Suitable for beginners
This workshop explores a number of  book structures 
which have elements that appear and disappear when the 
structures are manipulated. 
Single sheet books, 2D and 3D flexagons, magic wallets
Jacob’s Ladders will be taught and if  time permits, an 
exploration into Tunnel Books.

Japanese Stab Binding - Sunday Workshop - 11th 
July, £55.00 GBP, Suitable for Beginners
Although this sounds a bit violent, it is a very simple 
technique which produces very pretty results. There are 
over 2000 different variations in Japanese Binding, it is a 
great starting point to bookbinding and a useful style to use 
for sketch books and photo albums. You will get a chance to 
use card and buckrham covers. Explore at least 8 different 
designs and really get to grip with this special binding.

the City and the Book - la Citta`e il libro
£250.00 GBP, Monday – Friday 5th – 9th July, 2pm - 7pm
This is a five day exploration workshop in the city of  
Edinburgh. This course discusses and inspires new ideas in 
large on-site drawings and most importantly the creation 
and making of  Artists’ Books. Through this course you will 
expand your drawing and artists books vocabulary. We shall 
begin each session by exploring the city, we shall capture 
the everyday things around us, as well as places and events 
we encounter. By creating these visual diaries, we shall later 
combine these visual stories and ideas into Artists Books.

Back at the studio, we will experiment with different 
binding techniques and have the chance to turn sketches 
into mono prints and have a go at type setting and printing 
on a small Adana Press. This allows us to explore how this 
free-form printing of  type can include fonts into your work.
For those needing accommodations in Edinburgh, we shall 
be happy to direct you.

Book online: www.owlandlion.bigcartel.com 
or phone: +44(0)131 220 0900 
For further details please email: 
info@owlandliongallery.com
Owl & Lion Gallery / Boutique
15 Grassmarket, Edinburgh EH1 2HS 

VSW Photo-Bookworks Symposium
1st - 3rd July 2010 
www.vsw.org/symposium.php

At VSW we have considered the possibilities of  the book as 
a primary art form since our founding in 1969. 

The 2010 Photo-Bookworks Symposium addresses a 
new production generation - in an era with access to print-
on-demand and desktop publishing - as an effort to expand 
the potential for books-as-art. Contemporary print-on-

demand technology increases the ability to cheaply print 
and to self-publish works, but is the distinctive time/space 
art of  the photo-bookwork lost on those using books to 
display their photographs? 

In order to expand the potential of  the form, we have 
organised a series of  workshops and presentations on 
exemplary photo-bookwork projects by American and 
international photographic artists, publishers, and 
historians. Register now from $125.

Workshops include: 
Artist-Conceived Books for Digital Production 
with Scott McCarney 
A Book of Photos or a Photo-Bookwork 
with Douglas Holleley 
Mapping the Unconscious 
with Susan kae Grant

Speakers include: Theo Baart , Francois Deschamps, 
Jason Fulford, Susan kae Grant, Gregory Halpern, Ron 
Jude, Jeffrey Ladd, Nathan Lyons, Mike Mandel, Stephen 
Marc, Cary Markerink, Danielle Mericle,  Alec Soth, Alex 
Sweetman,  Anne Wilkes-Tucker, Chantal Zakari
www.vsw.org/symposium.php

Visual Studies Workshop 
31 Prince Street Rochester, New York 
workshops@vsw.org  

Be Inspired by an enthusiast
the liver & lights Summer Antidote to Art School
A unique two day BOOK experience!

Come and spend two days in the Liver & Lights Anti 
Art School… where you can do what you like and 
no one can stop you!! No forms or assessment!  No 
learning criteria! No aims! No objectives ! No targets! 
No Health and Safety inspectors! 

You are invited to rummage through the archives of  twenty 
five years of  Book Art production for two whole days, be 
inspired, ask John Bently difficult questions, plan and 
execute the book you always knew you had in you, stroke a 
cat, plot an unlikely and dangerous course of  action, ask for 
help and instruction, plan a launch, form a band, go for a 
four hour lunch in Brixton market… 

All materials and top class encouragement provided for 
the design and creation of  zines, books, sculpture, poetry, 
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performance, prototypes and all manner of  schemes. 
Tools, binding materials, printing equipment and 
encouragement (and lunch) are provided. 
You bring the ideas and the inspiration.

Two day courses: places limited to three per day 
Course One: 10-5pm  
tuesday 29th and Wednesday 30th June 2010   
Cost including lunch and all materials £150.00  

Course two: 10-5pm  
tuesday 6th and Wednesday 7th July 2010
Cost including lunch and all materials £150.00
 
Contact:  John Bently, Liver & Lights Scriptorium
229 Railton Road, London SE24 OLX
bentlyboy@supanet.com  /  www.liverandlights.co.uk
Tel 020 7501 9566

Handmade Printed Books with Further Techniques
at 36 lime Street with Printmaker theresa easton
19th & 20th June. Saturday & Sunday 11-5pm. £120. 
Places: 7. This two-day workshop is ideal for beginners 
and those wishing to extend their skills and knowledge in 
printmaking combined with bookmaking techniques. 
This is a popular course with those new to printmaking 
and bookbinding. To book: Payment must be made in 
advance. Telephone: Theresa Easton 07981381830 
Email: theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk for further 
information about a course, booking and local transport & 
accommodation details. 36 Lime Street, Ouseburn Valley, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE12PQ
www.axisweb.org/artist/theresamearieaston

Oxford Summer School 26th July – 31st July 2010 
has an array of  classes including:
‘Creative Bookbinding (Mainly Non-Adhesive)’ with 
Christopher rowlatt. Wednesday 28th to Saturday 31st
Course Cost for 4 days £140. Materials charge up to £20.

‘Gift and Keepsake Boxes’ with Heather Hunter
Monday 26th to Wednesday 28th July
Course Cost for 3 days £105. Materials cost to students £7.

For full details and a schedule of  all the classes, see the 
website: www.oxfordsummerschool.com

Badger Press summer courses

BOX MAKING Weekend 3 & 4 July 2010
Printmakers looking for a home for their prints and images 
will enjoy this opportunity to produce portfolio boxes with 
illustrator, designer and paper engineer Geff  Newland. 
Geff ’s last workshop at Badger Press was over-subscribed 
and those who came went away with beautiful bespoke 
items, from a ‘fancy box’ with a ribbon tie to hold A3 prints 
using a rigid box construction, a folio book, and a box with 
a lift off  lid. Book early to avoid disappointment, bring your 
prints and papers. Fee: £110 Tutor: Geff  Newland

ArtISt’S BOOKMAKING Weekend 21 & 22 August
Ciara Healy (http://www.ciarahealy.com) brings a taste 
of  summer to Badger Press and will run another 2-day 
bookmaking course introducing a number of  different 
creative bookmaking techniques and approaches. The book 
types will include an Accordion Book, a Tunnel Book, a 
Flutter Book, Japanese Stab Binding and a Case Bound 
Note Book. Participants will be able to use these book 
forms to adapt them to suit own creative projects, be it to 
integrate and present prints, make a tailor-made sketchbook 
or journal, use it for telling a story etc. The Workshop is 
suitable for both beginners and those with more experience. 
Some materials will be provided. This course proved very 
popular last term and over-subscribed, so book early to 
avoid disappointment. Fee: £110 Tutor: Ciara Healy

The Badger Press, Unit 4 Claylands Road Industrial Estate
Bishops Waltham, SO32 1BH. Tel 07533 380845
info@badgerpress.org  /  www.badgerpress.org

two Artists’ Books Summer Schools will be 
taught by David Mills at Morley College in 
lambeth, london. 
The first, ‘Introduction to Artists’ Books,’ will run from 
Monday 5th - Friday 9th of  July, and will cover the concept 
and making of  artists’ books. Producing popular forms 
including Zig Zag, Dos a Dos and Cased structures, projects 
will begin by compiling image and text to producing the 
final volume.
There will be a visit to an Artist Book collection.
The second week, from 12th - 16th July, ‘Development 
of  the Artist’s Book’, will produce personalised boxes and 
containers which become part of  the artist’s book.
 
Contact either Morley College on 0207 450 1889 or 
David Mills on 07773 15 90 51 for more details.

Photo copyright: Chloe Dewe Mathews
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ARTISTS’ BOOKS FAIRS & EVENTS

Handmade & Bound goes to the seaside!
Sunday 4 July 2010, St Marys Hall, Whitstable, Kent
Free entry, 11am - 5pm

Handmade & Bound is going on a special outing to the 
seaside, holding an artists’ books and zine fair there as part 
of  the Whitstable Biennale.

For a full list of  exhibitors please visit the Handmade & 
Bound website www.handmadeandbound.com

St Marys Hall, Oxford Street, Whitstable, CT5 1DD
www.whitstablebiennale.com
www.handmadeandbound.com

the Oxford Guild of  Printers - Printers Wayzgoose  
Saturday 10th July at Burford School.
Here is the ideal place not only to see what is possible with 
letterpress, but to acquire some of  the means of  doing it. 
Talk to other printers, ask advice, swap stories over a cup 
of  coffee.

There will be type, paper, furniture, and other printing 
sundries for sale, and a good representation of  letterpress 
printing, with not only books, but some highly original 
work, including affordable Posters, Broadsides, and Cards. 

The School is on the A40, on the Cheltenham side of  
Burford. Entry is free, and there is ample parking. Burford 
is on the Eastern edge of  the Cotswolds 20 miles West of  
Oxford, and is a classically beautiful Cotswold Market town 
on the River Windrush.  www.oxfordguildofprinters.co.uk

Zine Fest 2010 Saturday 12 June 11am – 4pm Free 
the Women’s library
25 Old Castle Street, london, United Kingdom
Zine Fest at the Women’s Library is back for its third 
year. Celebrate the alternative world of  self-made paper 
zines and come along for stalls, workshops and discussions 
centred around this radical and creative form of  publishing.
http://www.londonmet.ac.uk/thewomenslibrary

Gallery North Artist’s Book Fair, 26th June 
University of  Northumbria, Newcastle-upon-tyne
Artists working with book arts, small press publishing, comic 

artists and zines. A programme of  events including talks, 
demonstrations and an exhibition of  contemporary Artists’ 
Books at Newcastle’s Literary & Philosophical Society will 
accompany the Fair.  

Gallery North is situated in the centre of  Newcastle.
For more information contact Theresa Easton
theresa.easton@northumbria.ac.uk

OPPORTUNITIES

Call for entries -  6th International Artist’s Book 
triennial Vilnius 2012. theme: “love”
Deadline: 15th of  November 2011
http://projects.arts.lt/
Curator: Kestutis Vasiliunas,
Email: Kestutis@Vasiliunas.arts.lt

NAPA FlIPBOOK COMPetItION 2010
The 3rd yearly international Napa Flipbook Competition 
is here! Napa is a publisher, gallery and a shop based 
in Helsinki.The winning flip book will be published in 
December 2010 by Napa Books.
Deadline for sending your work-November 1st 2010.

Full details including how to make your own flipbook are at:
http://www.napabooks.com/index.php?/flipbook/
flipbook-competition/

Be sure to include your name, address, email and phone 
number along with your work. If  you would like to have 
your work sent back after the competition make sure to send 
an envelope with your address and sufficient postage along 
with your work. We will contact all the participants during 
November 2010. Send your work to: 
Napa / Flipbook Competition
Eerikinkatu 18, katutaso 00100 Helsinki, Finland

23 Sandy Gallery has a call for entries for 
POP-UP NOW!
A National Juried Exhibition of  Movable Books Pop-up 
books captivate and excite the child in all of  us. They come 
to life as three-dimensional works of  art hidden inside the 
pages of  a book. Pop-Up Now! is looking for handmade 
artist books that pop-up, move, slide, twirl, whirl, light 
up, or even sound off. This national, juried exhibition of  
handmade movable artist books will be held at 23 Sandy 
Gallery in conjunction with the biennial conference of  the 
Movable Book Society to be held in Portland in September. 

entries must be received by July 20, 2010. 
More information and a complete call for entries can be 
found at www.23sandy.com/popup/callforentries.html

Illustration by Julia Pott
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Venue and dates
The exhibition will take place at artworks-mk, UK, where 
last year’s closure exhibition was held. The Private View will 
be on the evening of  Thursday 26th August 2010 and the 
exhibition will run until 25th September 2010. 
A best in show prize will be awarded by Charnwood Books. 
Last year, at the closure exhibition, this was won by Philippa 
Wood.

We look forward to receiving your entries. If, after visiting 
the website, you have further queries please email Emma – 
curators@weloveyourbooks.com 

Call for exhibitors:  
Gallery North Artist’s Book Fair, 26th June 
University of  Northumbria, Newcastle-upon-tyne
Open to all Artists working with book arts, small press 
publishing, comic artists and zines.
For more information contact Theresa Easton
theresa.easton@northumbria.ac.uk

By leaves We live: Artists’ Books and Small 
Presses Fair - Scottish Poetry library, edinburgh
Stalls, talks, exhibition
Saturday 25 September 2010, 11-6pm
If  you would like to take part in this annual fair in the 
award-winning premises of  the Scottish Poetry Library, 
please contact curator Julie Johnstone 
julie.johnstone@spl.org.uk       www.spl.org.uk

SMALL: Call for exhibition material
The Scottish Poetry Library’s autumn exhibition will 
examine the ‘small’ in artists’ books and poetry publishing. 
SMALL is the working title. If  you would like to submit 
work (old or new) or suggest ideas, please email curator 
Julie Johnstone: julie.johnstone@spl.org.uk  

Items should have dimensions no larger than 7cm or 
approximately A7 size (10 x 7). They can expand, but in 
unexpanded form they should fit the size limitation. 
If  in doubt, contact the curator. Do not send items without 
prior arrangement, unless you do not require their return. 
Deadline for submissions: 31 July 2010 (but early 
proposals very much encouraged). www.spl.org.uk

Cover Versions of  Artists’ Books – call for entries
Francis Elliott is currently curating an exhibition of  
artists’ books which are based on others’ books, from 
exact copies to loose reinterpretations. The show will be 
at bookartbookshop, London in the summer. 
If  you are interested, you can email him at: 
francis@foundrypress.wanadoo.co.uk
Please send books to: Francis Elliott, 61 Warner Place, 
Bethnal Green, London E2 7DB.

If  you are currently self-employed or have recently 
been made redundant, you can get 50% off  a range 
of  short courses at UWe Bristol (up to a total 
of  £400), as training opportunities for re-employment 
or career change. these services are offered until 
September 2010 to businesses, start-ups and self-employed 
individuals who can present evidence that the recession 
has impacted upon them (significantly reduced trading, job 
losses, facing closure, etc). 

There is a simple form to fill in, so contact Mark Haley 
in the ECIF funding office on 0117 32 86688 or email 
solutions@uwe.ac.uk for help with this.

UNSAID WORDS - POetrY COMPetItION
Trigger Editions invites poets to respond to artist
Sarah J Trigg’s ‘Unsaid Words’ project. The artwork is
currently a collection of  unexpressed words - thoughts
that people wish they’d said or forgot to say. These unsaid 
words range from ‘I wish I had told you that you are not a 
burden...’ to ‘take the next left!’.

The Unsaid Words competition is FREE to enter.

Winning poets will be published in a limited edition volume 
which will be sold as a paperback and in a limited edition 
bound, boxed version with a bound collection of  unique 
‘unsaid words’ collected during the project. Each selected 
poet will receive a paperback copy of  the compilation as 
their prize and will be able to purchase other copies at a 
discounted rate. The competition is open to anyone over the 
age of  16 and writing primarily in English. For full terms, 
more information or to download the ‘Unsaid Words’ and 
application form see: www.triggereditions.com
Send application form and submissions to
sarah@triggereditions.com

(e)motive
this is the theme for the we love your books 2010 
experimental books exhibition. the submission 
date for entries is: Monday 14th June 2010
All the info you need is at www.weloveyourbooks.com

Selection criteria - Only books created specifically for the 
theme will be considered for the exhibition. Additionally, 
books must be well crafted and experimental/innovative in 
content and/or structure. We will stick closely to this criteria 
when making our selection.

Entries are welcomed from professional book artists, 
amateurs and students so long as they meet the criteria. 
All of  our exhibitions aim to push the boundaries of  ‘book-
works’ without compromising on quality and craft.
Please make your book under A3 in size (unless by prior 
negotiation). There is also a collaborative element to this 
brief  – please visit the website for details.



Book Works is looking for an intern to work with us 
for a period of  3 months starting in September. 
the internship will be for one day per week.
Internship: Mid-September - December 2010
(please apply by July 23 deadline; interviews August 3/5)
Job description
• Work on The Happy Hypocrite journal, including 
assisting at launch events
• Work on our new open submission series
• Help with marketing/admin duties including mail outs 
and launch events
• Assist with Existential Territories – our talks’ programme 
(Autumn/Winter 2010)
• Develop book profiles of  all our past titles
• Work on stands at art book fairs
• Work on The List, our supporters’ scheme
• Assist with our archive, and other general admin duties

Book Works is only able to pay a small daily allowance of  
£25 towards travel costs and expenses.
Application procedure - For more information and how 
to apply see bookworks.org.uk and contact Jane Rolo, 
Director at: jane@bookworks.org.uk

INTERNET NEWS

the Spanish artists’ books group 13l has a new 
website, with images of  members’ works and information 
on their exhibitions at: ed13l.wordpress.com

Brigid Collins: “hush” 
An experimental film piece, made by artist, Brigid Collins, 
in collaboration with artist film-maker, Graeme Gerard 
Halliday and sound artist, Pete Nixon and inspired by a 
poem, “Casting and Gathering”, by Seamus Heaney, in 
“Seeing Things” (Faber and Faber, 1991). Premiered at 
The StAnza International Poetry Festival, Scotland, 
in March 2010, as work by Brigid Collins, “Threshold 
Markings: ‘Poem-Houses’ and Other Forms, the film is 
concerned with aspects of  the creative process - both 
personal to Collins and universal - and how these appear to 
move so gracefully, from a place of  contradiction to having 
a sense of  resolution, within the imagery and language of  
the poem. http://vimeo.com/11019143
Related Links:  http://brigidcollins.co.uk 
http://stanzapoetry.org

New works from Carmencho Arregui
Tomorrow’s Past 2009 Paris: 
http://www.outofbinding.com/2009.htm
For more information about the new books, the binders 
and the new bindings’ materials and techniques see: 
http://www.outofbinding.com/tp_binders.htm
Why Paris? Sün Evrard answers this question in the 
Introduction page: http://www.outofbinding.com/tp.htm

Catya Plate is creating an animated short film, 
“The Reading”, featuring her Clothespin Freaks and a 
variety of  supporting characters from her book works. 
The promotional trailer can be viewed at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUVhXHLxLAg

Great artists’ books come our way!
A website feature for Brooklyn Museum’s Artist’s Book 
Collection with links to exhibition images and a download 
essay by Deirdre Lawrence is at: http://nyarc.org/content/
great-artists’-books-come-our-way

Guy Begbie’s new website with an online gallery of  
his book works and details of  forthcoming events and 
Begbiebook workshops.
http://guybegbie.com 

From Helen Allsebrook - Have you seen Issuu? 
It a little gadget so you can upload images, a scanned book 
or create a virtual book online in scrollable book format. 
It’s pretty smart if  you want a small addition to your blog 
without having pages and pages of  imagery and you can 
also follow the books narrative this way as well.
http://issuu.com/#whatIsIssuu

Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadsides
You can listen to a radio interview with the founder of  
the Al-Mutanabbi Street project Beau Beausoleil by Hana 
Baba on KALW, in San Francisco. As well as the 8 minute 
interview, there is a link to a slideshow of  some of  the prints 
on the Jaffe Center website, see: http://kalwnews.org/
audio/2010/04/13/little-piece-baghdad-bay_298524.html
 
Sarah trigg has just launched trigger editions 
www.triggereditions.com which also has details of  the 
Unsaid Words Poetry Competition online.

the San Francisco Center for the Book has a new 
website at: http://sfcb.org

So Multiples - Newsletter # 13 is now online
Research website on multiples and other artists’ publications 
(cd-rom, videos, posters, artists’ books...)
http://www.so-multiples.com

The Browness of Sleep
An animated version of  Andi McGarry’s artist’s book The 
Browness of  Sleep. A soundtrack has been specially composed 
to play alongside the animation. The film charts the journey 
from wakefulness to sleep and all the twists and turns on the 
way to sleep’s celestial barge…
http://www.youtube.com/user/AAAAAAndi

tina Hill’s book installation ‘excavating Babel’ 
was shown at the Solihull Gallery recently. If  you missed it, 
you can view images and read information on the project 
on her new website, just follow the link for ‘Excavating 
Babel’ at www.tinahillart.co.uk
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NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

TRAVELS by Bill Jones
“In this country the people are so shy that they can only 
compliment each other on their shoes.” TRAVELS 
describes the author’s visits to 80 imaginary countries, 
in entries rarely longer than a sentence.  It is illustrated 
by 35 black ink drawings. Selected pages can be seen at 
www.hawkerspot.com. The book measures 11 x 13.5 cm 
and comes with a snappy elastic strap.  Price £12.50.  
Enquiries/orders please to hawkerjones@yahoo.com.  

CROW by Bill Jones
“When you think you see a Crow/ What you really see/ 
Is your idea of  a Crow./ OK, so this is true of  anything/ 
But today/ I am particularly talking about Crows.”  
An accordion book, 6 by 5.5 cm, 58 pages, containing black 
ink drawings and the author’s thoughts on crows. Price £7.  
Enquiries/orders please to hawkerjones@yahoo.com
http://www.hawkerspot.com

three new titles from Book Works Semina Series, 
edited and commissioned by Stewart Home.
 
Blood Rites of the Bourgeoisie by Stewart Home 
(Semina No 7) ISBN 978 1 906012 23 6. Price £8.00
Why does the art world hypocritically promote female 
creative talent but simultaneously fail to accord women 
artists the respect given to their male counterparts? 

Why are women so under-represented in top curatorial 
posts? Just what has happened to the feminist movement?
Using pornographic spam emails, and replacing the generic 
‘he’ and ‘she’ with the names of  leading feminist artists, 
Blood Rites of  the Bourgeoisie delivers a vicious feminist assault 
on the pretensions and hypocrisy of  the London art world. 

With walk-on parts by Martha Rosler, Sam Taylor Wood, 
and Tracey Emin, sensational lost Belle de Jour transcripts, 
and missives from the underbelly of  the blogosphere, 
Blood Rites of  the Bourgeoisie reads like SCUM manifesto 
remixed by The Bomb Squad. Rushed to Malcolm 
McLaren for an endorsement, legend has it his final croak 
was, ‘Feminism with Balls’. 

Blood Rites of  the Bourgeoisie by Stewart Home is 
published with: The Dark Object by Katrina Palmer 
(Semina No 6) ISBN 978 1 906012 22 9. Price £8.00
Set in an art school in which a paranoid, conceptual 
ideology has prohibited the making of  objects, one student 
remains.  Isolated in The School of  Sculpture Without 
Objects and battling with institutional directives and solitary 
confinement, Addison Cole exercises the prohibition on 
making things by writing stories. These narrate a series of  
explicit encounters with texts, objects and artists. Authorial 
figures are reduced to their pornographic effect: Slavoj 
Žižek becomes a impotent sexual metaphor, Hegel a skeletal 
spectre, the anonymous ‘Jay’, Žižek’s lactating Oedipal 
fantasy, and the Rector a scrofulous, delusional lech. 
Made up of  inter-related but self-contained short stories, 
The Dark Object explores the tension between the restraint 
of  narrative form and the explosion of  ontic instability. It 
aims not to subsume fantasy into the everyday, but rather 
demonstrate that everything is real and the everyday is 
fantastical.
 
HOE #999: Decennial Appreciation and Celebratory 
Analysis by Jarett Kobek
ISBN 978 1 906012 21 2. Price £8.00
High on teenage rebellion and Thunderbird wine, the 
Hogs of  Entropy (HOE) released over 1,000 textfiles—an 
electronic version of  paper-zines—and inadvertently proved 
that the brain capacity of  the average US teenager is on par 
with Neanderthal man. 

To a soundtrack of  Guns ‘n’ Roses, Wu Tang Clan and 
The Misfits, Kobek practiced a Whitman-by-way-of-Kathy 
Acker-esque shamanistic exorcism of  American culture, 
using the web as source material for sampled stupidity and 
adolescent angst, hitting a crescendo with ‘HOE #999: The 
Madcap Laughs’ - an obscene overview of  a fin-de-siècle 
world filtered through the pre-9/11 dotcom techno-babble 
of  Rudy Giuliani’s New York.   

Book Works
19 Holywell Row, London, EC2A 4 JB
www.bookworks.org.uk
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Artists’ Books Creative Production and Marketing
Sarah Bodman
3rd Edition, May 2010, ISBN 978-1-906501-05-1

A free guide for the book artist - in their role of  producer, 
publisher and distributor of  their own artwork, to discuss 
some of  the practical issues arising from this. Advice on 
pricing and selling artists’ books, using P-O-D, ISBNs, 
preparing for book fairs, and approaching collectors. Lists 
of  bookshops, fairs and events, websites, reading materials.

A series of  24 case 
studies explores artists’ 
experiences of  making 
and marketing their 
books in the UK, 
France, Germany, EIRE, 
Spain, Denmark, Japan, 
Argentina, Australia and 
the USA, can be used as 
reference for newer artists 
and students wanting 
to find out more about 
producing and marketing 
their artists’ books. 

The artists have 2 - 30+ years experience of  making and 
marketing artists’ books, zines, multiples and unique books 
and share their working practice and experience of  book 
fairs, interaction with purchasers, discuss any problems 
and offer advice to other artists. 

Private and institutional collectors discuss ways in which 
they would prefer to interact with artists selling their books 
and any issues arising from their own collecting. Interviews 
with: Max Schumann (Printed Matter), Cathy Chambers 
and Heather Cleary (Otis College of  Art & Design Library) 
for some in depth accounts of  selling, purchasing and 
collecting artists’ books. Maria White (Tate Britain), Kristen 
Merola and Tate Shaw (Preacher’s Biscuit Books), Mar 
Batalla (La Rara), Barrie Tullett and Philippa Wood (The 
Caseroom Press) also kindly participated for case studies of  
collectors, dealers and publishers.

You can download a free, 87pp PDF version at: 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/surv10.htm

If  you prefer to have a hard copy of  the publication, 
it is available in black and white print, as a Print-on-
Demand book at lulu.com: http://www.lulu.com/
product/item/artists-books-creative-production-and-
marketing/10802396

Franticham’s Assembling Box No. 3 out now
Box 1 and 2 sold out
A5 box with contributions from 23 invited artists. Visual 
poetry, collages, prints, multiples and objects. This is a 
project on invitation only. 40 copies signed and numbered 

1/40 to 40/40. Only 15 copies available for sale
Price: 70 euro / 100 $ / 60 UK st.
Contributions from: Reed Altemus, USA - Antic-Ham, 
South Korea - Derek Beaulieu, Canada - John M. Bennett, 
USA - Klaus Groh, Germany - Hans Hess, Germany - Julie 
Jefferies, USA - Miguel Jimenez, Spain- Serse Luigetti, 
Italy - Billie Maciunas, USA - Keiichi Nakamura, Japan 
- Juergen Olbrich, Germany - Bibiana Padilla Maltos, 
Mexico - Clemente Padin, Uruguay - Bernd Reichert, 
Belgium - Fritz Sauter, Switzerland - Gianni Simone, Japan 
- Litsa Spathi, Germany - Pete Spence, Australia - Christine 
Tarantino, USA - Andrew Topel, USA - Francis Van 
Maele, Ireland - Jennifer Zoellner, USA.
Order your copy now by e-mail or with Paypal 
at http://www.redfoxpress.com/ass.box.html

ed Boxall has reprinted ‘the Shell Collector’ and 
‘the Gardener’ His new book ‘The Rooftop Garden’ is 
now also available. This is the first in a set of  four stories 
of  the sky. To view these books and other new works, please 
visit  www.edboxall.com

ripples in time by Anne-Marie Glasheen
How much do we know of  the histories of  the families we 
are born into? With each death, so much is lost. Family 
photos provide answers, but throw up questions. They 
hold keys, and they hide secrets. What is reality and what 
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is myth in the various tales that circulate, often modified to 
suit the teller’s viewpoint? Using old and new techniques, 
‘Ripples in Time’ is a series of  images that combine original 
family prints with modern ones, reworked pinhole shots of  
‘Pettifer’ addresses, and poems and texts inspired by stories 

told and information gleaned about three generations of  
my mother’s family. Her grandfather was a master baker 
in Lee High Road eventually bankrupted by the sons who 
worked with him. Her father was a butcher, also in Lee 
High Road, before he enlisted. After four years in India, he 
was sent to France in 1914 and badly wounded a month 
before the end of  the Great War. She was born in Catford 
and grew up in Bellingham’s ‘Homes for Heroes’. She 
remembers the bombing of  London in the last war when 
she worked as a telephonist for the inner cabinet. However, 
this project is as much about what is forgotten as it is about 
what is remembered.

The images featured in the exhibition ‘Family Photos: 
Reworked’, at Viewfinder Photography Gallery, Greenwich, 
London 8-25 April 2010. The blurb version of  the book 
can be viewed/purchased at the following link: 
http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/1243980

Anne-Marie Glasheen
mimi.glasheen@gmail.com
www.glasheen.co.uk

The Institute for the Science of Identity Temporary 
Office and Reading Room
This new 40 page catalogue (along with an 8 page 
supplement) documents the peripatetic activities of  the 
Institute for the Science of  Identity as they take over various 
locations for their temporary office and reading room. The 
Institute, as described in their manifesto, “is comprised of  
a nomadic band of  inquirers working to develop platforms 
for grassroots skill-sharing strengthened by collaboration 

and potluck”. The Institute 
has no designated facilities 
or authority structures; 
information is disseminated 
through a loosely connected 
system of  localized bulletin 
boards and word of  mouth. 
Dedicated to the rhizomatic 
transfer of  ideas and low-
tech knowledge, the Institute 
utilises networking methods 
that are akin to those of  
guilds and secret societies. 

Printed by Jo Cook and Wesley Mulvin, this publication 
is a catalogue of  low-tech printing techniques as well as 
documentation of  the Institute’s activities. Letterpress 
posters for various takeovers and makeovers of  other 
institutions’ spaces are cut up and bound within the 
publication. Deliberately poor quality photocopies sit 
alongside carefully printed woodcuts with printed pages 
using both colour and black and white, rubberstamps, Print 
Gocco and letterpress. An interesting variety of  coloured 
papers are used throughout. A reading room membership 
card is included in a library pocket on the inside back cover. 

Perfect bound with stiff  cardboard covers and a four-colour 
wrap around paper dust jacket. 22,5 x 14,5 cm. 
Perro Verlag, Mayne Island, BC, Canada, 2010. 
ISBN 978-1-897243-64-0. $20.00 
www.perroverlag.com

Love to Print Patterns No 1
Patterns is a limited edition zine and the result of  
collaboration between illustrator Karoline Rerrie and 
graphic designer Katie Parry from Supercool. It also 
features contributions from screenprinters Sarah Lynch, 
Helen Entwisle, Ruth Green and Daisy Whitehouse. Katie 
designed a typographic pattern for the cover and over 
several weeks Karoline screenprinted all 600 as well as the 
centre pages. 
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The remaining pages for the booklet were commercially 
litho printed by Tuckey Print, Birmingham. Patterns is 
£5 and available from www.hellomemo.com and more 
information about the project can be found on the 
Supercool website, www.supercooldesign.co.uk

New artists’ books by Joachim Schmid

O Campo, or in its translation The Field, is a photographic 
compilation of  football fields in Brazilian cities. The 
images were taken via satellite and they show the rather 
oddly shaped football pitches that seem to be built 
wherever possible – the desire for playing the game has 
clearly surpassed and ignored the limitations of  natural 
topography and FIFA’s laws of  the game. According to the 
official rules and regulations (which are included in the 
book as an epilogue) you would not be allowed to play

football on any of  these fields. However, the careers of  
many of  the world’s best football players began on these 
very same fields despite their askew angles, odd proportions, 
misshapen border lines and pitch markings. Studying the 
architectural contexts of  these fields we get an idea about 
the social context where these players come from. 
20 x 25 cm, 40 pages, softcover 24 €, hardcover 34 €, 
available directly from the printers (http://www.blurb.com/
bookstore/detail/1269569) or through my website. 

Other People’s Photographs 
There are also ten new books in the Other People’s 
Photographs series:  Bird’s Eyes, Black Bulls, Collections, 
Geology, Hands, Pizza, Shirts, Silvercup, The Picture and 
You Are Here. These books are numbered and signed and 
they are obtainable only through my website. 
18 x 18 cm, 36 pages, hardcover 36 € each 
http://schmid.wordpress.com

Life Out of a Box by Danny Flynn and eri Funazaki
Text: Danny Flynn. Images: Eri Funazaki
Printed by Danny Flynn and Eri Funazaki in 2010 
Bound by Eri Funazaki. Edition of  5. 

The text was handset and printed in letterpress on an 
Adana Eight Five onto Zerkall 145gsm paper measuring 
90mm square. The illustrations were also hand printed in 
letterpress onto Saunders Waterford 190gsm (HP) paper. 
These printed pages are additionally hand tooled in gold 
and blind. The pages are folded in a Double Concertina 
which pull out in opposite directions and are bound in 
various leather with inlays and carbon tooling. Housed in 
the full leather box containing the full leather folder which 
opens to reveal the book. 
  
The little man is finally out of  his troubled but sweet home, 
a ‘box’. This is another joint venture of  artists’ books and 
bookbinding by ‘ff ’. ‘Life Out of  a Box’ is the last book 
of  the trilogy of  the life of  Little Man living in a box 
that started with ‘Life in a Box’ in 2001 and continued 
with ‘Stepping Out of  a Box’ in 2007. The object that is 
included in the form of  ‘survival kit’ this time is a set of  
plasters with the recommendation ‘protect against further 
hurt and damage’. For further information, please email 
Danny Flynn: dannyamosflynn@hotmail.com
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REPORTS AND REVIEWS

Tracks and Traces
Joseph J Field

Photographer Sam Hughes and I grew up in the old West 
Riding of  Yorkshire separated by some six years and four 
miles. It was a land of  red brick houses, cold grey hills of  
mining waste and olive green heavy clay. We never met – 
or at least if  we did, no lasting impressions were left.

Fifty-plus years later we live either side of  the Welsh-English 
border, separated by some six years and eight miles in a 
land of  green rolling fields, small woods, historic churches 
and castles; two countries either side of  the Monnow. We 
met in 2008, both participating in a workshop at a local 
gallery. Early in 2009 “Tracks and Traces” a collaboration 
between photographer and printmaker was decided.

Sam has lived in the Welsh Marches for many years and 
his father’s family were from mid Wales. I have lived in 
Monmouthshire for more than 22 years. We hope that 
our love of  and commitment to the area is reflected in our 
approach to the project and its outcome.

“Tracks and Traces” envisages a journey between my 
home in Newcastle, Monmouthshire and Sam’s home in 

Llangarron in Herefordshire. On the route are medieval 
churches and castles, bridges, holy wells, a redundant water 
mill and ancient villages all within a wonderful landscape. 
We have reflected on this journey in prints, photographs 
and drawings. My work also includes artists’ books and my 
journals.

Artists’ books have become an integral part of  my practice. 
Narrative, visual form and folding are of  particular interest 
to me. I use traditional printing methods – principally 
rubber stamps, linocut and woodcut – with digital text and 
images. Recently I have invited local people who live on the 
route to give me a few reminiscences of  their life in the area 
with relevant photographs and from these I have created 
short narrative memoires. Other sources of  inspiration 
have been the Celtic Christian heritage of  the area and 
economic and social issues relevant to present day life in 
these rural communities.

My work can be seen in The Washington Gallery, Penarth 
and the Apple Store Gallery, Brockhampton Hereford. 
I will be showing a collection of  books and prints in the 
annual book arts show in The Art Shop, Abergavenny in 
June. I had two books in ‘The artful scriptorium’ show in 
the Climate Gallery, New York in April and have a book 
in the Abecedarian Gallery, Denver in August. “Tracks 
and Traces” will be exhibited in St. Bridget’s Church, 
Skenfrith during Hereford Art Week, September 2010. 
The Washington Gallery, Penarth in March 2011 and the 
Riverfront, Newport in April 2011.

www.fieldfinearts.co.uk

Artists’ books, fine printing and private presses
in Australia and New Zealand : a bibliography, 
2005-2008 compiled by Jürgen Wegner, librarian, 
Brandywine Archive, Sydney

Jürgen Wegner was, until it ceased publication in 2006, 
Australian editor of  the ABHB, annual bibliography of  the 
history of  the printed book and libraries and its electronic 
version, Book history online, until this also ceased to be 
updated. The following bibliography is extracted from his 
larger new series, the Annual bibliography of  books and 
printing in Australia and New Zealand, which is produced 
by Blackdawn Press for friends and supporters of  the 
Brandywine Archive, Sydney.

The 146 entries cumulate the material which appeared in 
the volumes for 2005-2008. Links have been given to items 
which are only available online. The note “also available 
online” with no link is given where both a print and an 
online version has been produced. The numbers in some 
entries refer to the entries in the original bibliography.

the following pages form Part III of  III published 
in the BAN over March – June 2010…

all in a days walk, JJ Field

60 years of  farming, JJ Field
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Staunton, Madonna ; Vos, Wim de; Outteridge, Adele.  Covered, discovered : books by Wim de Vos and 

Adele Outteridge / [essays and contributions by Madonna Staunton, Wim de Vos, Adele Outteridge]. Mackay, 
Qld. : Artspace, 2006. 1 folded sheet ( 6 p.) : ill. (Focus on artists' books  ; 2).  N: ISBN 0975015745; 
catalogue of an exhibition held in Mackay from 21 February - 12 March 2005.

Stone, Kerrianne.  Write of fancy : the Golden Cockerell Press : an essay. [Carlton, Vic. : Baillieu Library, 
University of Melbourne, 2008]. 1 folded sheet ([18] p.) : ill. + Books on exhibit ([1] leaf). N: #08/721

Stretton, Andrea. The book in art. IN: Art and Australia, 42 (2005), p. 605-608 : ill.

Stuart, James. Peter Lyssiotis : 25 years of book art. IN: Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 42 (2007) 4, p. 9 : ill. 
N: Book artist.

Stuart, James. Text-art & interactive reading. IN: Artlink, 27 (2007) 1, p. 58-61 : ill. N: Text as art; includes 
two pages on Lyssiotis’ A gardener at midnight; a special issue of Artlinkt entitled: The word as art.

Tegart, Louise.  42 books about art [by] David Sequeira : living by the book. [Sydney] : University Art 
Gallery, [2008]. [4] leaves. N: Artists’ book; #08/106
                                                                                     
Under the cover  : contemporary bookbinding and artists’ books. Willoughby, NSW : Bookbinding 
Exhibitions Australia Inc., 2006. 2 v. (39 p.) : ill. 

Undercover : the artist book / [essay by Susan Boyle]. [Adelaide : South Australian School of Art, 2004]. [32] 
p. : ill. N: Catalogue of an exhibition held at the South Australian School of Art, the University of 
Wollongong and the Art Gallery of New South Wales Research Library in 2004.

University of Otago Libraries. Special Collections. The black art : handprinting in the Bibliography Room, 

1961-2005 : exhibition list. [Dunedin : University of Otago Libraries, Special Collections, 2006]. [3] p. + [1] 
folded sheet ([4] p.). N: Folded sheet comprises Keith Maslen’s Talk of the exhibition opening, 1 June 2006;             
#08/722

Vangioni, Peter. Alan Loney, poet & printer : 5 September-28 September.  IN: Bulletin of Christchurch Art 

Gallery, 154 (2008), p. 38 : ill. N: Exhibition of Loney’s works at the Gallery; #08/723

Vangioni, Peter. Echoes of Kelmscott Press. IN: Bulletin of Christchurch Art Gallery, 152 (2008), p. 16-17 : 
ill. N: Local treasures : Morris in New Zealand, i.e. New Zealand private press books; #08/724

Waite, Noel. Perverting the press : Alan Loney’s paradoxical post-modern private press. IN: National grid, 4 
(2007), p. 83-95 : ill., B95.  N: #08/725

Wegner, J.P. 1st
 National Book Artists’ Forum, Mackay, Qld. IN: Pissing in the wind, 3 (2005), p. [16-17]. 

N: Also produced in electronic form in Abg information bulletin, 3 (2005).

Wegner, J.P. 2
nd

 Australian Artists’ Books Forum, Mackay, Qld. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 5 
(2006), p. [17-18]. N: Also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & 

New Zealand, 5 (2006).

Wegner, J.P. =20//70= : [20 years of Brandywine and 70 publications].  IN: Pissing in the wind, 1 (2000), 
p. [6-7]. 

Wegner, J.P.  Andrews the Anarchist. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 11 (2007), p. [6-7]. N: Late 
nineteenth century Anarchist “private” printer; includes information on type used; also produced in electronic 
form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & New Zealand, 11 (2007).

8 of 10 This bibliography runs over 3 BAN issues Numbers 56 - 58 March - June 2010
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Wegner, J.P. Artbooks email list.  IN: Pissing in the wind, 3 (2005), p. [10-11]. N: Artists’ books discussion 
list; also produced in electronic form in Abg information bulletin, 3 (2005).

Wegner, J.P.  Auckland City Libraries, Special Collections. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 12 
(2007), p. [3-5]. N: Especially their Private Press Collection; also produced in electronic form in Brandywine 

bookman’s repository for Australia & New Zealand, 12 (2007).

Wegner, J.P.  Bartkowiak’s Forum book art, 2004/2005.  IN: Pissing in the wind, 2 ([2004]), p. [15-16]. N: 
Includes material on some Australian and New Zealand artists’ and private press books; also produced in 
electronic form in Abg information bulletin, 2 (2004).

Wegner, J.P. Bartkowiak’s ‘Forum book art’, 2005/2006. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 5 (2006), 
p. [12-13]. N: Includes material on some Australian and New Zealand artists’ and private press books; also 
produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & New Zealand, 5 (2006).

Wegner, J.P.  Bill Thorn – At the Duyfken Press. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 12 (2007), p. 
[9-13]. N: Introductory essay to his work; also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s 

repository for Australia & New Zealand, 12 (2007).

Wegner, J.P. Bill Thorn at the Duyfken Press : a first checklist, IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 13 
(2008), p. [3-11]. N: Bibliography of 53 items; also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s 

repository for Australia & New Zealand, 13 (2008); #08/726

Wegner, J.P.  The black art online exhibition. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 8 (2007), p. [19-20]. 
N: Exhibition of the University’s bibliographical press, the Otakou Press; also produced in electronic form in 
Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & New Zealand, 8 (2007).

Wegner, J.P.  The Codex exhibition by Penelope Lee. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 8 (2007), p. 
[16-17]. N: Also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & New 

Zealand, 8 (2007).

Wegner, J.P. Cricket Publishing Company. IN: Pissing in the wind, 3 (2005), p. [20]. N: Some works were 
printed by Escutcheon Press; also produced in electronic form in Abg information bulletin, 3 (2005).

Wegner, J.P. The Escutcheon Press. IN: Pissing in the wind, 4 (2005), p. [13-17] : B. N: A first bibliography 
listing 36 items; also produced in electronic form in Abg information bulletin, 4 (2005).

Wegner, J.P. Golden Point Press. IN: Pissing in the wind, 1 (2000), p. [7-9]. 

Wegner, J.P.  “How is a man” : 20 years of Bob Summers and his Escutcheon Press, 1986-2005. Eastwood, 
NSW : Brandywine Archive, 2006. [7] leaves. (Flyer (Brandywine Archive) ; 26). 

Wegner, J.P.  “How is a man” [electronic resource] : 20 years of Bob Summers and his Escutcheon Press, 

1986-2005. Hamburg : B-art1, 2007. 1 electronic document : ill. 

Wegner, J.P. “How is a man” [electronic resource] : 20 Jahre Bob Summers und seine Escutcheon Press, 1986 

bis 2005 / Übersetzung, Dirk Engelen. Hamburg : B-art1, 2007. 1 electronic document : ill. 

Wegner, J.P.  In memoriam Bob Summers. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 5 (2006), p. [9-12] : B
[10-12]. N: Bob Summers and his Escutcheon Press; includes a 53 item bibliography of Escutcheon Press 
works; also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & New Zealand, 5 
(2006).

Wegner, J.P.  Lost & found : Lyssiotis & Wolseley. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 6 (2006), p. 
[19-20]. N: Artist book; also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & 

New Zealand, 6 (2006).
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Wegner, J.P.  Nicholas Jones, book surgeon. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 6 (2006), p. [5]. N: 
Artists’ books; also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & New 

Zealand, 6 (2006).

Wegner, J.P. Paper people, Burnie Regional Art Gallery, 5 November – 5 December, 2004. IN: Pissing in the 

wind, 2 ([2004]), p. [16-19]. N: Exhibition of artists’ books; also produced in electronic form in Abg 

information bulletin, 2 (2004).

Wegner, J.P. Peter Lyssiotis : 25 years of book arts practice.  IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 13 
(2008), p. [16-17]. N: Also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & 

New Zealand, 13 (2008); #08/107

Wegner, J.P. Projects [in the works at Brandywine]. IN: Pissing in the wind, 1 (2000), p. [9-11]. 

Wegner, J.P. Tara McLeod, At the Pear Tree Press (1). IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 8 (2007), p. 
[3-15] : B[8-15]. N: Includes a bibliography of 48 items produced; also produced in electronic form in 
Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & New Zealand, 8 (2007).

Wegner, J.P. Tara McLeod, At the Pear Tree Press (2). IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 9 (2007), p. 
[6-14] : B. N: Includes the remaining items produced (nos. 49-91); also produced in electronic form in 
Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & New Zealand, 9 (2007).

Wegner, J.P. ‘Undercover’ artists’ books exhibitions. IN: Pissing in the wind, 4 (2005), p. [18-19]. N: Held 
in Wollongong then Adelaide; also produced in electronic form in Abg information bulletin, 4 (2005).

Wegner, J.P. A very brief history note [on the Brandywine and Blackdawn presses]. IN: Pissing in the wind, 
1 (2000), p. [4-6]. 

Were, Virginia.  Fully booked : ‘Art news’ finds out what contemporary artists do with the books and 

magazines nobody wants. IN: Art news (Auckland, N.Z. : 1985), 24 (2005) 4, p. 64-68 : ill. N: Artists’ books;                                                                                        
#08/108
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different sample books each (the first part of  the workshop) 
and after that, it was up to each of  us to combine, create, 
test and adapt the technique to our books (second part). In 
order to give participants time to rest and think about the 
technique, a day of  no classes was scheduled between the 
first and the second part. This day without an acrobatic 
brain work-out was highly appreciated. The weather was 
lovely and we seized the occasion to make some interesting 
visits.

We visited the National Library as well as the Bernadotte 
Library, the private library of  the Royal family. We 
give our special thanks to Isabelle Midy, Johanna Fries, 
Christina Svensson and the Palace librarian Antoinette 
Ramsay Herthelius for having us on such short notice. We 
appreciated it very much.

Five countries were represented: Italy, Netherlands, USA, 
Denmark and Sweden - us Swedes a minority actually! 
Many friendly contacts were made cross borders and not 
even the outburst of  the Eyafjallajökull volcano could 
disturb the atmosphere. All returns were solved in one 
way or another, a car to the Netherlands, a chartered bus 
to Italy and then the usual trains to Denmark, Skåne and 
Dalecarlia. 

See pictures in the gallery at www.bokbindarkompetens.se

Read more about the Crossed Structure Binding technique 
at www.outofbinding.com

Helene Jouper
www.bokbindarkompetens.se

Steve Daiber’s red trillium Press work in Havana
Steve Daiber spent three months teaching books arts at San 
Alejandro Art Academy, ISA (Institute of  Superior Arts) 
and at other print shops and studios in Cuba, for no charge, 
alongside running book projects with Cuban artists:

51 anos
Every year each family receives a libreta, a small notebook 
for recording the state supplemented food and supplies each 
house hold receives over one year. With the help of  friends 

A report from Julie Barratt

Thanks so much to everyone who has sent hankie works in 
the last few weeks, we now have over 70 works! 
It was wonderful to receive hankies from yr 8 and 9 students 
from Strathmore Secondary College in Victoria this week.
We now have an opening date! It is Friday the 18th  June at 
6pm, see the website for more information.

As previously mentioned Grafton Regional Gallery will also 
host the exhibition in January 2011, we are also looking at 
other venues to exhibit. There is also talk of  a documentary! 
We will be producing an online catalogue. You can view the 
hankies received to date online at:
http://objectsofthedead.blogspot.com 

The Crossed Structure Binding workshop 
Helene Jouper
The Crossed Structure Binding workshop took place in the 
workshop of  Helene Jouper in Farsta Strand, Stockholm, 
in mid April. This technique for conservation and creative 
bookbinding was developed by Carmencho Arregui, Italy, 
and introduced to an audience for the first time in 1992. 

The duo Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo, close friend and 
working partner with Carmencho, and Cor Aerssens, our 
Dutch master in box making, taught the workshop. The 
program included the Codex, an 8th variation by Cristina 
of  the Crossed Structure Binding technique. It’s simply 
fantastic that 14 people from different countries want to just 
meet to creatively work together for six days. Though the 
course was intense, the rewards were many. We made nine 

Hankie artwork by UK artist Natalie McGrorty 
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I have collected over hundred libretas and am binding them 
into books of  51 families. Small in size these notebooks 
tell the story a story of  daily life. Accompanying the 51 
notebooks is a 52 libreta, an essay by Able Sierra.

Poder - Power, is a collaborative book with Cuban artists. 
Fourteen prints (each 25 cm square) expressing ideas of  
power, with an essay by Yamiles Brito.

The prints moved around the table as we worked to find 
the order of  the book considering content of  each image, 
colour, or black and white in the composition as a whole. 
Once an the order of  the prints was determined I set to 
explaining how to cut and score the paper so each print 
would be the same size and then demonstrated how to paste 
the hinge and attach the prints. “ Mi dio! This is a lot of  
work.” Shock and awe set in when every one realised just 
how much time it was going to take to assemble 14 prints 
and 4 pages of  text into a book. No board shear, and sharp 
utility blades are a premium.

Once we got the four sections assembled the discussion 
really started as we looked at the flow of  the book. The 
prints again moved around the table trying to find their 
order, with heated debate. Someone swapped the second 
panel and third panel. There was the book we were all 
looking for!

Our last week in Havana was overrun with last minute 
adventures and details to finishing Poder and donating it to 
the Museo de Belles Artes, Wilfredo Lam Center, the Taller 
Experimental de Grafica. 

Steven C Daiber 
Red Trillium Press/Aqui en la lucha

You can see more photos of  Poder and works by Cuban 
artists at: http://www.redtrilliumpress.com 
http://flickr.com/photos/redtrilliumpress/sets/

UWE Bristol Exhibitions 
Bower Ashton Library opening hours, term time:
Mon - Thurs 08.45 - 18.00, Friday 08.45 - 17.00
Please call to check opening hours before travelling 
as times vary during inter-semester weeks and vacation 
periods (usually Mon - Fri 09.00 - 17.00) 
Library main desk Tel: 0117 328 4750

If  you have any book arts news, please email items for the 
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk 
Please supply images as good quality rGB jpegs 
(300 dpi)

NExt DEaDliNE: 2ND JUly
for thE aUgUst NEWslEttEr  
 
Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol School of  Creative Arts, Department of  Art 
and Design, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol  BS3 2JT, UK 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk  /  Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk 


